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We had a good turnout at the ‘Spirit of the Moor’ 

 

 

 
It was good to get back to Wrangaton for the opening ‘Spirit of the Moor’. We had a 
great turnout with over 40 athletes out on the moor. The next event on Tuesday 18th 
May will hopefully see the return of the bar at the Golf Club for food and drink inside. 
 
I have taken the opportunity this month of looking back at the famous ‘ Yorkshire 
Three Peaks Fell Race’ at Horton in Ribblesdale near Settle. Our ‘Famous Five’ 
took on this mountainous task in 2008 and then some 7 years later Don Rigby (who 
did both races) plus two more athletes took on the challenge – they all survived. 
Many thanks to Andy Trigg for recreating the atmosphere of the 2008 race and to 
Don Rigby for the further report. In 2022 it will be a further 7 years on so perhaps 
some of our intrepid athletes could take on this race again! 
 
Please note that our Relay date has been changed to Friday 23rd July. 
 

Dave Fox  (EDITOR) 
 

 



Notes from the Chairman 
 
Happy May to all of our EVH members! It has been great to see so many of you at 

training on Tuesday nights lately.  

 

Handicap 
Thank you once again to our marshals Dave, Mike Lee, Mike and Carol Hansen as well as 
Monica and Dona for timing our monthly handicap on Tuesday. A massive congratulation 
must go to our members who took part and completed their first summer handicap this 
month! I’m sure everyone will agree, the course is challenging to say the least and to 
complete it for your first time is a massive achievement! 

 

Coaches and leaders (LIRF course) 
A reminder to anyone who is interested in enrolling on Leadership in running fitness 
or coaching courses, these can be funded by the club and we encourage runners of 
all abilities to take part in these. The club needs group leaders of all abilities so 
please ask if you’re interested. 

 

EVH Relays - *NEW DATE* Friday 23rd July 
Unfortunately we have had to change the date of our relays. A rugby club double booking has 

meant having to move our event by a few weeks. This will be communicated as soon as 

possible to give everyone as much time to hopefully commit to lending a hand or organising 

teams.  

 

I have taken on the role of Marshal and volunteer co-ordinator for the event this year, with 

that in mind please can anyone who would like to assist in any way on the day *FRIDAY 

23rd JULY 21* please let me know, either at training or via message/Email. I will then let 

everyone know their roles and timings as soon as possible. 

 

Wrangaton Golf Club 
After a successful return to our ‘Spirit of the Moor’ last month, we have had a 

proposal by Phil Warren to the committee, to donate a sum of money to the golf club 

as a good will gesture. This was unanimously agreed by the committee to donate the 

sum of £100. The golf club has always been very welcoming to EVH and we are 

looking forward to continuing our relationship with them. 

 

Club Trips 
It is my intention, all being well with the lockdown easing, that we have two free club 

coach trips this year. Once these are confirmed I shall put a list up in the rugby club 

and on Facebook to get names of runners and family members who wish to come 

along. There is no need to do anything as of yet, however you may wish to enter Eden 

to reserve your spot. 

1) Torbay Relays - Date TBC (August/September)  

2) Eden Marathon and Half Marathon - Sunday 10th October 
 

Contact information for the Chair 
My email address is danielfrancis92@hotmail.com, mobile number 07540924735. 

Many thanks  -  Dan 



SECRETARY’S NOTES  

 
Normality returning 

Now that we returned to training a sense 
of normality is returning. However we all 
still need to vigilant. To remind everyone 
we have to keep to groups of 6 and 
maintain social distancing at all times. 
This is particularly important before and 
after the runs. Everyone will need to book 
in when they arrive for Track and Trace 
purposes. 
Next Saturday is our final 5k time trial in 
Filham (9am). It is hoped that Parkrun 
will return in early June. 
Junior training has been going well and 
numbers are increasing now we are back 
at the Ivybridge College track.  
Track and Field competition has begun 
and will continue to gather pace. There is 
some road races being held but nowhere 
near as many as there normally would be. 

Training and Coaching 
We held the second summer handicap 

last Tuesday and it was good to see such 
a lot taking part. All the routes for the 
next couple of months are now posted. 
The Couch to 5K group is also growing 

and we will continue to promote this over 
the next few weeks. All welcome. 

We are once again going to Wrangaton for 
the ‘Spirit of the Moor’ on Tuesday 18th 
May. As stated above junior training has 

made a return to the College on 
Thursdays. We are continuing with one 
session from 6 – 7.15pm until after half 

term. We also have access to the 
Brickfields on a Saturday morning as part 
of the Armada session from 10 – 12. You 
do need to book on, but it is free. It would 

be great to see more seniors there. 

England Athletics 
EA continue to put on excellent coaching 
webinars and they are well worth a look. 

They are hosting a Virtual Club 
Conference on May 15th as well which is 
free to attend. The use of technology has 
proved to be a real innovation and has 
improved access to many courses and 

meetings.  
We really need more coaches and officials. 
We have a dedicated group who do such a 
lot but we need to spread the load more. 

We are happy to fund any member for a 
course. If anyone would like more details 

please speak to me. 

Club Membership and Affiliation 
As I said last time we have sent the 

affiliation for all paid members to England 
Athletics. Remember you should be 

registered to take part in any competition. 
This does not apply to U11. 

Can everyone please go to their portal and 
check that details are correct and then set 
their personal preferences. This is most 
important. If anyone cannot access the 
portal please follow the instructions on 

the EA website. 

 
London Marathon 

We held the ballot for our single club 
place last week and Nick Bristow was the 
person picked out. Sorry to all those who 

were disappointed as it is extremely 
difficult for us when we have just one 

place. We have been advised that due to a 
high number of deferrals we will not have 

any club places in 2022.  

 

Forthcoming Events 
We have had to move the date of the EVH 
relays to 23rd July because the Rugby 
Club was booked. Hopefully we can still 
get the support from all of you on the day 
and before so please save the new date. It 
would be great to have a normal event in 
the summer for once. Entries will go live 
at the beginning of June. 
The track and field fixtures are taking 
place: 
May 16th – SW Academy Open – Exeter 
May 25th – Exeter Harriers Open and BMC 
May 30th – Devon Open – Braunton 
June 6th – SW League – Plymouth 
June 12th – Devon County Champs (& 
Devon Schools) at Exeter 
There is a full fixture list available here 
>>>.  
We hope to see a few of you at the events. 
Road racing is returning slowly and we 
will update the fixtures on our website. 

 
Finally……....Enjoy training but be 

aware of other users of the roads and 
paths and behave in a safe and 

sensitive way. 
My contact details are here: 

 

Keith (01752 893573 or 
07934373943) 

reedy41c@googlemail.com 

 

 



 
The Yorkshire Three Peaks Fell Race 2008 

or 
The World Long Distance Mountain Running Championships 

Or 
The Famous Five’s Fantastic Fell Race Folly 

 

 
“Why don’t we all go and do one of the classic fell race next year?”. 
From such naivety and innocence do grand follies grow. Richard Ayson’s simple 
question during a pleasant jaunt across Dartmoor in summer 07, seemed to be a 
plan born in perfection. It would be a chance to display our finely honed Devonian 
off-road skills to those Yorkshire Tykes, develop some team spirit along the way and 
get away from the family for the weekend! What could be better? Little did we realise 
that it would actually entail a Friday afternoon in Wolverhampton, wet tents and cliff 
climbing. 
 
The Three Peaks is one of the most famous fell races and is classified as Category 
A, the toughest, by the Fell Runners Association. As an extra bonus the 54th holding 
of the event in 2008 had been awarded the status of World Long Distance Mountain 
Running Championships. The perfect choice! The first stage of the plan was to get 
an entry and we weren’t going to rely on getting one of the select 100 international 
invites! Fortunately the Ayres early warning system detected the entries going live on 
the web and the Ivybridge jungle drums ensured that we all got to the system before 
the entries were full, only 36 hours before opening. We were in! 
 

 
 



Next we simply had to ensure that we were prepared for the 24 miles and 1,608m 
(i.e a mile) of vertical climb (and therefore descent!) over the three peaks of Pen-y-
Ghent, Whernside and Ingleborough – shouldn’t be too difficult, should it? 
 
Things didn’t quite go to plan – less than 2 months before the race Richard, the 
original inspiration for the trip, got injured and had to withdraw to our collective 
disappointment. Fortunately Don Rigby valiantly stepped forward to fill the breach. 
 
The day before the race was spent travelling northwards – a journey that lasted for 9 
hours, courtesy of a motorway closure. Wolverhampton rind road probably lacks 
appeal at the best of times, but from a stationary car on a Friday afternoon with 
another 150 miles to go, the day before an important race, it was downright 
depressing. After such a long journey and wet tent erecting we were extremely 
grateful to accept the hospitality of Don’s family, who only live a few miles from HQ. 
His mum created the perfect pre-race meal and it was with difficulty that we dragged 
ourselves back to our tents. Dave Fox had joined us by this time at the end of a 
Dales walking week and was probably congratulating himself on his decision to stay 
in a B & B in nearby Settle. 
 
Come race morning and we could actually see the peaks that we would be climbing 
– the promised rain had held off. Once we’d all changed our minds seven times over 
what the best race kit was going to be, we were off to the starting enclosure where 
there was a real buzz and a typical Yorkshire atmosphere, brass band and all.  
 

 
 
The start (at the front of the field) was very fast – we could judge where the leaders 
were from the position of the lead helicopter(!) and by the top of the first summit we 
were already in awe of the leaders, as they descended past us at an unbelievable 
pace, as we still struggled upwards. We were able to dib our dobbers in the machine 
at the summit, which registered us and immediately made our split times available on 
the web for our adoring mass public back home (well, ok – Debbie and Claire). A 
good descent off Pen-y-Ghent left us all feeling that, although difficult, it was 
manageable – little did we realise that this was by far the easiest ascent and descent 
of the course. 



 

 
 

 
 



The journey from the bottom of the first peak to the start of the climb up Whernside is 
a hard 10 mile cross country run to the spectacular Ribblehead viaduct. Dave was 
there to minister to our needs and offer encouragement – we were all extremely glad 
to see Dave as he popped up at various points on the course, surely the word 
enthusiast was invented to describe him. 
 

 
 
I’d spent the last ten approach miles trying to work out what our ascent route would 
be and it was only after passing under the railway and wading across the Ribble that 
I realised that we were going straight up what Athletics Weekly was to describe the 
following week as “the nearside vertical face of Whernside” – a route not open to the 
general public for the rest of the year. The 500m vertical ascent is spent with the 
shoes of the person in front, in your face. You know you’re getting to the steep bit 
when you have to hold on with your hands to stop falling off. We were testing 
muscles that hadn’t come into use on Dartmoor. The run off Whernside is as difficult 
as the climb – the descent is steep, slippy and very rocky. We all felt mentally, as 
well as physically, tired after the race, from spending the entire race calculating 
where your next three foot placements were going to be. 
 
After the long descent, there was Dave again at Hill Inn – more support, more drink 
and more temptation to stop. More than 20 people retired at this point – but not your 
intrepid EVH quitet, we were made of sterner stuff, probably Butterdon granite. Then 
back to reality and the very long climb up Ingleborough – a bit like a forty minute 
climb up a limestone staircase, with an even steeper bit at the top. Thoughts by this 
time were turning to survival, calculating likely finish times, dreaming of the promised 
five mile long run down to the finish and doing untold damage to Richard Ayson. The 



last descent is indeed five miles, although it feels like twenty five miles through an 
alien landscape that never ends. The last mile eventually arrives ...... emerge on to 
the smooth grass again ...... have to push on now ...... there’s Dave again (is there 
more than one of him?) ....... have to smile for the camera ...... under the railway ...... 
into the last field ...... ignore the Slovenian lady overtaking me ...... smile for the 
camera again ...... dib my dobber for the last time ...... clutch my personalised split 
time  print-out ...... struggle out of the finish are ...... sink to knees in jabbering mess 
...... that was fun!! 
 

 
 
Sleep in the ten (for those hardy enough to succumb to the temptations of Mrs 
Miggins – you know who you are) came easier that night – maybe something to do 
with the tiredness and a little to do with the Theakston’s. The journey back, fortified 
with another visit to Mrs Rigby en route, didn’t have one cramp incident and 
managed to avoid Wolverhampton altogether. 
 
Whilst we may not have set the world alight, we all finished (almost 10% of the field 
retired) in respectable times and positions. We all agreed that it was a fantastic 
experience, one of the hardest things that each of us has done. We were perhaps 
surprised that we found it so hard and hadn’t finished slightly higher, but it was a 
totally different event to those that we normally experience. I can only liken it to 
asking a shot-putter to compete in a hammer throw – he’d be big enough and strong 
enough but just wouldn’t have the technical training and experience to throw the 
hammer far enough. We were fit and fast but just hadn’t run on that severity of 
terrain. We’ll just have to spend time running up and down Neil’s stairs next time. 
Will we do it again? The jury’s out and time is a great healer, but one thing’s for sure 
– we’re all making sure that Richard gets an entry! 
 
   



Results:   107 Neil Holmes  3.35.34 
    196 Andrew Trigg 3.55.07 
    216 Andrew Perry 3.57.26 
    423 Alan Ayres  4.28.53 
    553 Don Rigby  4.51.13 
     (685 finishers – 755 starters)  

 

 

 

The Three Peaks Race traverses the famous Yorkshire Dales mountains of Pen-y-
Ghent, Whernside and Ingleborough and is one of the oldest, most famous and best 
organised fell races in Britain. 

First run in 1954, the Race covers 37.4 kilometres with 1608 metres of ascent and 
descent over the most rugged and spectacular countryside in the Yorkshire Dales 
National Park, taking competitors to a height of 723 metres above sea level. 

The men's course record is held by English international Andy Peace of Bingley 
Harriers, who completed this gruelling challenge in 2 hours 46 min. 03 sec in the 
1996 race. 

The women's record of 3 hours 9 min 19 sec is held by English international Victoria 
Wilkinson in the 2017 race. 

 
 



THE  THREE  PEAKS  CHALLENGE  by  Don Rigby 

 
For those who don't know of it, the Yorkshire Three Peaks race is a fairly long off road 
event with three notable lumps to haul oneself over in order to find the 
finish.  Officially it is a category 'A Long' fell race which is the hardest category given 
by the Fell Runners Association, although it is arguably more of a long distance trail 
run due to the present route being so well marked and paths having been mostly 
engineered to prevent erosion.   
 
The distance is just shy of 24 miles and there are 5279 vertical feet to climb (and 
descend) between start and finish. 
 
Craig has been training with real dedication over the last several months and is really 
starting to perform well.  As a result he was confidently aiming to improve on his 
previous best time and finish close to the 4 hour mark.  Jean and I were less sure of 
our form but had both run some decent long races recently. We were quite aware of 
the perils of over confidence and decided to start easy and use our instincts as the 
race developed. 
 
Needless to say (despite the pre-race banter and bravado) the race started much as 
we expected, with us all splitting up instantly and Craig disappearing ahead in strong 
fashion.  For all but the elite runners, the first climb and the following 6 miles of 
rolling track is basically a warm up for the remaining part of the race.  The real effort 
starts at Ribblehead viaduct with the climb up Whernside.  After a river crossing here 
it soon becomes a hands on knees grind, which steepens until the hands are needed 
in order to actually hold on and not fall backwards just below the summit.   
 
The weather was getting worse, so we weren't up there for long before the fast 
descent to Chapel le Dale.  A quick jelly baby here was followed immediately by the 
final obstacle of Ingleborough, which was up in the cloud somewhere.  By the time we 
all reached the summit the wind had really picked up, and it was snowing.  We were in 
shorts, and it was definitely not the best place to hang around.  My Dad was there with 
his dog and a pork pie (secret super fuel), but I wasn't hanging around for a chat in 
those conditions so I was off.  I knew Craig would be well on ahead, and I was 
nervously checking for Jean as I passed the upcoming runners, as I knew he has 
stronger descending skill than me.  I couldn't see him so I cracked on steadily with 
just about 5 miles of downhill to go.   
 
The run off to Horton and the finish is still pretty serious.  You simply cannot stop 
concentrating or you will certainly have an accident.  It is rocky and muddy all the way 
(it took me 40 minutes to run 5 miles downhill...) and generally not as relaxing as you 
might wish for on the last leg to home.  We were all cold, tired and ready for beer by 
the time we reached the valley bottom. We were also super pleased with ourselves for 
having completed an epic race in some really challenging conditions.   Craig ran a 
storming 3hr55, I was next in at 4hr17, and Jean ran a very credible 4hr31.   
 
That night we warmed up in the Austwick pub, then fell asleep under the influence of 
my dad’s whiskey.  The following morning was bright and sunny, a frost on the 
ground and not a cloud in sight...... 
 

 

 



 

Above - Jean, Don and Craig at the Three Peaks Challenge 
Below – Craig in action 

 

      



Three  Peaks  Fell  Race 
 

Best  Finish Times  Erme  Valley  Runners 

 
 

Name  Date Peny-y-Ghent Ribble    Whernside Hill Inn   Inglebo’   Finish 
 
Neil Holmes     26.04.08        00.31.49    01.25.28    02.00.33      02.21.58   02.58.43   03.35.34 
C MacAlpine    25.04.15        00.39.04    01.37.59    02.17.39      02.40.59   03.18.44   03.55.02 
Andrew Trigg  26.04.08        00.38.02    01.36.43    02.13.47      02.35.18   03.13.45   03.55.07 
Andrew Perry  26.04.08        00.37.57    01.37.34    02.17.39      02.42.13   03.20.10   03.57.26 
Don Rigby       25.04.15        00.42.15    01.46.08    02.25.12      02.51.06   03.31.18   04.17.31 
Alan Ayres      26.04.08        00.39.23    01.42.44    02.25.54      02.52.53   03.37.32   04.28.53 
J B Rouvelin   25.04.15        00.44.17    01.50.06    02.35.10      03.03.02   03.49.06   04.31.52  
 
 
Splits 
 
Name                Date      Peny-y-Ghent   Ribble      Whernside    Hill Inn   Inglebo’    Finish 
 
Alan Ayres      26.04.08        00.39.23     01.03.31      00.43.10     00.26.59   00.44.39   00.51.21 
Andrew Perry 26.04.08        00.37.57     00.59.37      00.40.05     00.24.34   00.37.57   00.37.16 
Andrew Trigg 26.04.08        00.38.02     00.58.41      00.37.04     00.21.31   00.38.27   00.41.22 
Neil Holmes    26.04.08       00.31.49     00.53.39      00.35.05     00.21.25   00.36.45   00.36.51 
C MacAlpine   25.04.15       00.39.04     00.58.55      00.39.40     00.23.20   00.37.45   00.36.18 
Don Rigby      25.04.15       00.42.15     01.03.53       00.39.04    00.25.54    00.40.12   00.46.13 
J B Rouvelin  25.04.15       00.44.17     01.05.49       00.45.04    00.27.52    00.46.04   00.42.46 
 
 

 
 



 

EVH athletes get on their bikes 
 
We had some of our athletes who tackled the Devon Duathlon held at Budleigh 
Salterton. 
 
This comprised of a 3.5 mile run, 14 miles on a rather hilly bike course, with a 
2.5k run to finish. Ken ended up finishing with a 5k run (decided to do a 2nd 
lap) and Mike Hansen won 3rd place in his age category. 
 
Overall results here 
Simon Swift 26th in 1.32.20 (Run 25.13, Bike 48.46, Run 14.33) 
Mike Hansen 57th in 1.48.00 (Run 26.32, Bike 63.40, Run 16.02) 
Linda Bracher 63rd in 1.52.27 (Run 31.13, Bike 60.21, Run 18.00) – 15th Lady 
Kate Medlicott 78th in 2.04.46 (Run 31.22, Bike 71.48, Run 17.59) –  24th Lady 
Ken Summers 82nd in 2.09.16 (Run 28.35, Bike 65.39, Run 32.22 for the 5K) 
 

 

 
Wild Night Run 

 
We had a few runners in the Wild Night Run held at South Brent. 
 
Chris Prall was 2nd overall in the 10 mile event. This event was self-navigated 
so hopefully he was able to find his way. Chris’s time was 79.34. 
 
In the 5 mile race Richard Lane was 9th overall and Lindsay was 14th.  
 
Richard ran a time of 57.44 and Lindsay 60.43. 
 

 



 
5K Time Trial Results  -  17th April 

 
Position   Name  Surname  Time 
 
1    Nick  Bristow  18.42 
2    Tom  Davies  19.39 
3    Bella  May   21.16 
4    Simon  Swift   21.21 
5    Emma  Lake   21.44 
6    Becky  Lee   21.59 
7    Lucy  Cambridge  23.13 
8    Freddie Newman  23.18 
9    Isabella Trowell  24.00 
10    Mike  Hansen  25.38 
11    Emily  Faircloth  26.55 
 

2.75K Time Trial Results 
 

1    Fred  Werrett  12.15 
2    Jemma Werrett  13.04 
 

 

 
5K Time Trial Results  -  1st May 

 
Position   Name  Surname  Time 
 
1    Sam  Swift   18.13 
2    Chris  Prall   18.33 
3    Bella  May   20.27 
4    Andy  Trigg   20.34 
5    Simon  Swift   20.45 
6    Emma  Beckwith  22.20 
7    Freddie Newman  23.20 
8    Isabella Trowell  24.01 
9    Ken  Summers  24.31 
10    Dave  Church  26.52 
11    Emily  Faircloth  27.29 
12    Chris  May   28.56 
13    Bryan  Short   30.52 
14    Ruth  Graham  32.54 
 

2.75K Time Trial Results 
 

1    William Newman  14.02 
2    Isabelle Drew   14.17 
 



SECOND HANDICAP 2021  MAY  

POSITION NAME CLOCK TIME H/C TIME POINTS 
1 Ray Male 44.06 12.5 31.36 50 
2 Bob Jeffery 45.16 5 40.16 49 
3 Richard Lane 45.29 5 40.29 48 
4 Lindsay Lane 45.48 3 42.48 47 
5 Kevin Paull 45.53 10 35.53 46 
6 Lucy Campbell 45.58 3 42.58 45 
7 Emma Lake 46.00 13 36.00 44 
8 Mark Workman 46.06 5.5 40.36 43 
9 Ken Summers 46.21 9 37.21 42 

10 Dave Engledew 46.50 15 31.50 41 
11 Abbey Bulbulian 46.52 13.5 33.22 40 
12 Emma Beckwith 46.56 13.5 33.26 39 
13 Nick Bristow 47.02 18.5 28.32 38 
14 Chris Prall 47.10 18.5 28.40 37 
15 Sam Swift 47.12 20.5 26.42 36 
16 Simon Swift 47.20 15 32.20 35 
17 Becky Lee 47.38 13.5 34.08 34 
18 Ruth Terry 47.40 9.5 38.10 33 
19 Dave Church 47.46 8.5 39.16 32 
20 Dan Francis 48.00 15 33.00 31 
21 Nick McMahon 48.03 4.5 43.35 30 
22 Neil Moffett 48.20 11 37.20 29 
23 Ben Bristow 48.22 14 34.22 28 
24 Dave Rayfield 48.29 18.5 29.59 27 
25 Tom Davies 48.38 18.5 30.08 26 
26 Mary 49.49 0 49.49 25 
27 Andy Bartlett 49.57 0 49.57 24 
28 Bryan Short 50.37 0 50.37 23 
29 Clare Smith 50.53 6.5 46.23 22 
30 Louise Creber 51.10 0 51.10 21 
31 Holly Cavill 51.19 4.5 46.49 20 
32 Ailie Aviss 52.31 0 52.31 19 
33 Maria Climent 53.24 0 53.24 18 
34 Sach Turki 53.24 0 53.24 17 
35 Lynn Nicholls 53.33 6.5 47.03 16 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



SUMMER HANDICAPS POINTS 2021 
 

NAME APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT TOTAL
Lindsay Lane 50 47      97 

Mark Workman 47 43      90 

Richard Lane 42 48      90 

Sam Swift 48 36      84 

Nick Bristow 45 38      83 

Bob Jeffery 33 49      82 

Chris Prall 43 37      80 

Dave Engledrew 39 41      80 

Kevin Paull 34 46      80 

Dan Francis 46 31      77 

Dave Rayfield 49 27      76 

Simon Swift 40 35      75 

Emma Lake 30 44      74 

Ken Summers 32 42      74 

Nick McMahon 44 30      74 

Lucy Campbell 27 45      72 

Ruth Terry 37 33      70 

Becky Lee 35 34      69 

Neil Moffett 38 29      67 

Ben Bristow 36 28      64 

Dave Church 29 32      61 

Ray Male  50      50 

Anna Lake 41       41 

Abbey Bulbulian  40      40 

Emma Beckwith  39      39 

Nick Baker 31       31 

Carol Hansen 28       28 

Tom Davies  26      26 

Mary  25      25 

Andy Bartlett  24      24 

Bryan Short  23      23 

Clare Smith  22      22 

Louise Creber  21      21 

Holly Cavill  20      20 

Ailie Aviss  19      19 

Maria Climent  18      18 

Sach Turki  17      17 

Lynn Nicholls  16      16 

 

 

 



 
TRAINING  ROUTES 

 
May 
 
Tuesday 11th  Ermington Mast Run 
Saturday 15th  Final 5K Time Trial  -  0900 @ Filham Park 
Tuesday 18th  ‘Spirit of the Moor’ @ Wrangaton Golf Club 
Tuesday 25th  Cornwood 10 mile loop  -  out and back Harford 
 
June 
 
Tuesday 1st  Summer Handicap # 3 
Tuesday 8th  Penquit loop 
Tuesday 15th  ‘Spirit of the Moor’ @ Wrangaton Golf Club 
Tuesday 22nd  Speed Endurance @ Filham Lake 
Tuesday 29th  Long Timber Woods – Harford – Cole Lane – Rugby Club 
 
July 
 
Tuesday 6th  Summer Handicap # 4 
Tuesday 13th  Out and Back 
Tuesday 20th  ‘Spirit of the Moor’ @ Wrangaton Golf Club 
Tuesday 27th  Ermington Mast Run 
 

 

 
Steve Burrows had a great run at the Dorney Lake Marathon near Windsor. 
Steve was 80th in a fantastic time of 2.50.34 
 
The race was won by Jordan Andrews of Tavistock Run Project in 2.25.50. 
 
There were 250 finishers. 
 

 

 
At the ‘Turn and Burn’ 5K in Exmouth Nick Bristow was 41st in 18.06, whilst 
Alison Thorn was 51st in 18.49. Alison was 4th lady and 1st female vet 45. Becky 
Lee was 72nd in 21.14. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

PLYMOUTH  HALF  MARATHON 2016 -  above  TOM  PACKER 
Below  CLEO  PERRY  and  ANDY  NORRIS  

 

             



 

 
PLYMOUTH  HALF  MARATHON 2016  -  above  PATRICK  WAKELEY 

Below  LEE  EASTLEY  and RUSS  and  KATY  MOGRIDGE 
 

              



 


